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Abstract  
Optimized adaptive control technology has experimentally proven to overcome the limitations of conventional and 
advanced control systems currently used in industry. It helps maximize process productivity, minimize energy 
consumption and emissions and, thus, represents a valuable tool for the control of climate change and achievement 
of sustainable economic growth. The concepts of modeling, estimation, prediction, predictive control and optimized 
control will progressively be introduced using practical examples of climatization processes. Next, the need for an 
adaptive system, to ensure precise predictive control for industrial processes, will be derived from a simple analysis 
of their cause-effect dynamic nature. Adding an adaptive system to predictive control will consequently lead to the 
methodology of adaptive predictive control and to the extended concept of Optimized Adaptive control.  
 
Practical implementation will be approached by penetrating the adaptive predictive (AP) controller structure, the 
blocks inside it, and the repetitive sequence of operations they perform periodically. A comparative analysis of AP 
controllers over conventional controllers generally used in industry will be undertaken in terms of control 
philosophy, stability and performance. A real time process simulation scenario will demonstrate the capacity of the 
AP controllers to identify and learn efficiently changes that may occur to the process dynamics and use this capacity 
to ensure the convergence of their performance towards optimized process control. 
  
Through the use of the available process knowledge, Adaptive Predictive Expert (ADEX) Control adds an expert 
component to AP control to facilitate the learning process and further improve its robustness, reliability and 
performance. The lecture will conclude illustrating the application of ADEX optimized adaptive control systems to 
several complex industrial processes (power plants, composites, nuclear and others) and analyzing their 
performance. 
 
About the Speaker 
Professor Juan M. Martín-Sánchez obtained the title of Industrial Engineer in 1970, and Doctor Industrial Engineer 
in 1974, both from the Polytechnic University of Catalunya (UPC). From 1971 to 1976, his research activities were 
continued at Grenoble and Toulouse Universities in France, at the M.I.T. and Draper Laboratory in the U.S.A., and 
also at the University of Alberta (U of A) in Canada. In 1976, he filed the first patent for predictive and adaptive 
predictive control, and subsequently obtained 5 additional patents on these methodologies.  
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From 1981 to 1986, he was a Professor and a Research Fellow of the “Natural Sciences and Engineering Research 
Council (NSERC)” of Canada at the U of A. Between 1986 and 1998, he was President of SCAP Europa, which 
carried out more than 150 industrial adaptive predictive control projects. In 1999, he founded ADEX S.L., which 
develops industrial optimized adaptive control systems. He has authored more than 100 publications and four books 
on adaptive predictive control.  
 
From 2004 to 2009, he was President of the IEEE Joint Spanish Chapter of the IAS and CCS Societies, which 
organized the bi-annual Seminar of Advanced Industrial Control Applications (SAICA). In 2009, Dr. Martín-
Sánchez was elevated to the grade of IEEE Fellow. He is currently professor at the UNED (Open University of 
Spain). In 2015, Springer has published his latest book “ADEX Optimized Adaptive Controllers and Systems: From 
Research to industrial Practice”. 
 
 
 
 
